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Papers and patents can respectively present the latest progress of scientific

research and technological development. Combining the two for correlation

analysis has certain reference significance for technology opportunity

discovery. Therefore, this paper proposes a method for technology

opportunity discovery of proton exchange membrane fuel cell from the

perspective of papers-patents correlation analysis. Firstly, papers and patent

data are collected from papers and patent databases and the LDA model is

applied to extract paper and patent topics. Secondly, the indicators of topic heat

and novelty are calculated to select high-value paper topics. After that, the

similarity analysis between high-value paper topics and all patent topics is

considered to select the patent topics with development potential. Finally, the

patent texts with high relevance to these patent topics with development

potential are positioned. The technical keywords in them are extracted by

text mining tool and classified into innovation dimensions according to their

attributes and the TEMPEST model. After that, the innovation rules in the

SCAMPER model are introduced to combine with the technical keywords in

each innovation dimension to identify specific technology opportunities. An

empirical study on the technology of proton exchange membrane fuel cell

provides sufficient evidence of the method’s ability to discover technology

opportunities. This paper contributes by generating four specific technology

opportunities, which can make up for the existing defects of proton exchange

membrane fuel cells and provide useful guidance for companies to carry out

technological innovation.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the rapid development of the industrial industry

makes the problem of global energy shortage more prominent.

Besides, rapid urbanization and increased fossil fuel consumption

have led to excessive greenhouse gas emissions, which pose a major

threat to the global environment (Yu et al., 2022). With the

advantages of high energy density and high energy conversion

efficiency, the proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is

regarded as a promising power source by industry and academia

(Ning et al., 2022). Its wide application can help improve the energy

shortage problem and contribute to the sustainable development of

the environment. However, there are still some defects in its

development process, such as poor durability, high operating cost

and insufficient power density (Yanyan et al., 2022). For some

related enterprises and R&D personnel, the accurate and efficient

development of technology innovation activities in the field of

PEMFC can quickly improve the product and promote the

development of fuel cells. Therefore, more and more experts and

scholars are committed to the research of technological innovation

in the field of PEMFC and have achieved fruitful results (Park &

Geum, 2022).

In the relevant literature, since the rich technological

information and cutting-edge information contained in

patents, and the advantages of massive data and standardized

format (Seo, 2022; Zhao et al., 2022), it is regarded by scholars as

a common data source for technology opportunity discovery

(TOD) in the field of PEMFC. In recent years, many scholars

have conducted extensive research on how to use patent analysis

to identify technology opportunities in the field of PEMFC. A

framework was proposed that combines the state-of-the-art

meta-heuristic algorithm and machine learning method for

the performance prediction and parameter optimization of

PEMFC (Hong-Wei et al., 2022). The LDA model and LOF

algorithm were used to construct a structured TOD framework

with a multi-level identification process and then identify

technology opportunities for fuel cells (Shi et al., 2019). In

addition, SAO network analysis was applied to solve the

shortcoming of the keyword-based approach to identify

technological trends and analyze the development trends of

polymer electrolyte membrane technology in the field of

PEMFC (Choi et al., 2011). Patent analysis was integrated

with visual tools such as generative topographic mapping

(GTM) to identify technology trends and potential technology

opportunities in the field of PEMFC (Teng et al., 2021).

However, the current research on TOD methods in the field

of PEMFC through patent analysis still has some limitations.

Firstly, most of the existing studies focus on the time delay

calculation method of multi-source scientific literature. Patents

obtained by this method often lag behind papers, which leads to a

time difference of 3–4 years between technical research and

scientific research (Finardi, 2011). In addition, relying only on

patent analysis to identify technology opportunities in the field of

PEMFC may lead to the omission of important recent

information, which may affect the accuracy of the

identification results. Secondly, technical topics or keywords

are often used in existing research to represent technology

opportunities in the field of PEMFC at a coarse-grained level

(Lee et al., 2022), which may make it difficult to provide relevant

enterprises with highly operable fine-grained guidance for

technological innovation activities.

Therefore, this paper proposes a method for TOD in the

field of PEMFC from the perspective of papers-patents

correlation analysis. Besides, the TEMPEST model and

SCAMPER model are introduced to provide a basis for

selecting innovation dimensions and rules to identify

specific technology opportunities. Firstly, the LDA model is

applied to extract relevant topics from papers and patent

datasets. Secondly, quantitative indicators are used to select

the high-value paper topics, and then the patent topics with

development potential are selected by calculating the cosine

similarity between the high-value paper topics and all patent

topics. Thirdly, the document-topic probability matrix in the

LDA model is combined to locate patent texts with high

relevance to patent topics with development potential, and

the text mining method is conducted to extract technical

keywords from these patent texts and divide them into

innovation dimensions. Finally, the innovation rules are

introduced to generate technology opportunities and

describe them in detail. In summary, the path of TOD

constructed in this paper can help make up for the existing

defects in the field of PEMFC, and then help related

enterprises to carry out technological innovation activities.

This study is composed as follows. Section 2 reviews the

literature on technology opportunity discovery and papers-

patents correlation analysis. Section 3 explains the research

framework and process in this study. Section 4 analyzes the

identification process and results of PEMFC. Sections 5, 6

provide discussions and conclusions of the research by

including contributions and directions for future study.

2 Literature review

2.1 Technology opportunity discovery

TOD refers to the process that collects technical

information and transforms it into a form that can be

analyzed by companies and R&D personnel to explore new

technology opportunities (Russo et al., 2020). As the premise

and critical step of technological innovation, technology

opportunity identification has increasingly attracted the

attention of many scholars (Jinfeng et al., 2022; Teng et al.,

2021). In recent years, with the rapid increase of data

information, mining the technology opportunities behind

massive data through scientific quantitative analysis
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methods has become a research topic of common concern to

academia and industry.

Many scholars have conducted extensive research on the

identification of technology opportunities by using quantitative

analysis methods. The relative importance of functions in the

technical field was analyzed to identify the development trend of

technologies in specific fields (Mun et al., 2021). The K-means

algorithm was applied to cluster the keyword vectors and

visualize them in the generated topographic map, which

explored the development direction of technology in specific

fields (Teng et al., 2021). Combining technology and services, a

technology service opportunity identification method based on

business method patent analysis was proposed and applied to the

field of mobile services (Kim & Lee, 2020). Therefore, TOD has

been widely used and made many breakthroughs.

However, although previous studies focused on extracting

and analyzing critical information from patents to discover

technology opportunities, there are still some limitations.

Firstly, relying only on patent analysis to identify technology

opportunities may lead to the omission of important recent

information, which may affect the accuracy of the

identification results. Secondly, the technology opportunities

identified by most previous methods are often represented by

technical topics or keywords. It may not be specific enough to

provide specific innovation guidance for companies and R&D

personnel. Therefore, an innovation path for TOD is constructed

in this paper from the perspective of papers-patents correlation

analysis. Besides, the TEMPEST model and SCAMPER model

are applied to help identify more precise technology

opportunities in the field of PEMFC.

2.2 Papers-patents correlation analysis

Papers are the main output form of achievements in scientific

research, and patents are the main carrier of the core content of

technology research and development (Kim et al., 2017; Choi

et al., 2019). The two respectively represent the latest progress in

scientific research and technological development (Xu et al.,

2020). Analyzing the relationships between them is of great

significance for mining and identifying technology opportunities.

Some scholars believe that the scientific research represented

by papers has a certain role in promoting technological research

and development represented by patents. A knowledge network

coupling method was proposed to compare the coupling strength

between science and technology networks, and conclude that

scientific development is ahead of technological progress (Ba &

Liang, 2021). As a direct form of linkage, citations confirmed and

illustrated the social character of knowledge diffusion and

transfer between science and technology (Li et al., 2017). In

addition, many scholars have conducted in-depth research on the

identification of cutting-edge topics based on the correlation

analysis of papers and patents. Through bibliometric analysis of

related topics of science and technology, an identificationmethod

of innovation path based on topics correlation was constructed.

Papers and Patents were applied together to effectively identify

important topics related to science and technology in the

evolution process of genetically engineered vaccines (GEVs)

field (Xu et al., 2020).

Therefore, based on the perspective of correlation analysis

between papers and patents, paper and patent topics are

extracted and high-value paper topics are selected in this

paper, and then similarity analysis is applied to select out

patent topics with development potential. After that,

technology opportunities are identified in combination with

innovation rules. It can provide guidance for relevant

enterprises to accurately identify technology opportunities and

efficiently carry out technological innovation activities.

3 Data and methods

The research framework of this paper is proposed, as shown

in Figure 1. Firstly, the paper and patent database are used to

collect paper and patent data in the target domain, and the LDA

model is applied to extract paper and patent topics respectively.

Secondly, the indicators of topic novelty and topic heat are

constructed to select the high-value paper topics, and the

cosine similarity between the high-value paper topics and

patent topics is calculated to select the patent topics with

development potential. Finally, the document-topic probability

matrix of the LDA model is conducted to locate patent texts

related to patent topics with development potential, and Natural

Language Toolkit (NLTK) algorithm in python is introduced to

extract technical keywords from these patent texts, and then

identify technology opportunities in the target domain in

combination with innovation dimensions and rules.

3.1 Data collection and topic extraction

3.1.1 Collecting and preprocessing paper and
patent data

Firstly, the papers and patent databases are determined, and

the target domain retrieval schemes are formulated in

combination with expert opinions to collect papers and patent

data. Secondly, the paper and patent data with low correlation are

eliminated by data cleaning and screening. Finally, the paper title,

abstract, introduction and conclusion with rich scientific

information are extracted as the final paper data set, and the

patent title, abstract and claim with rich technical information

are extracted as the final patent data set.

3.1.2 Extracting paper topics and patent topics
The obtained papers and patent datasets based on the above

steps are usually presented in text form. Since the two datasets
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contain a large amount of scientific and technological

information, it is difficult to obtain critical information

directly from them. Therefore, text mining methods need to

be applied to extract scientific and technological information and

prepare for subsequent data analysis. Besides, the LDAmodel has

the advantages of high speed and good clustering effect when

dealing with massive text, and can directly get the text processing

results of “document-topic-feature word” (Ligorio et al., 2022;

Venugopalan & Gupta, 2022). In this way, the LDA model is

conducted in this paper to extract the paper and patent topics in

the paper and patent datasets respectively. The specific extraction

steps of paper and patent topics are as follows.

Firstly, the relevant literature in the target field should be

collected, and then the domain expert knowledge is

combined to build a related custom lexicon and a stop

word lexicon. Secondly, the confusion curve is used to

determine the topic number K of the LDA model, and the

hyperparameters α and β of the LDA model are set. Thirdly,

run the LDA model and extract the paper topics and patent

topics from the paper and patent dataset respectively.

Finally, repeat the above steps, remove the interference

words in the extraction results of the LDA model to

improve the accuracy of the model, and then obtain the

paper and patent topics.

3.2 Selection of paper topics and patent
topics

3.2.1 Selecting high-value paper topics
Based on the extracted paper topics, it is necessary to further

calculate their feature values to guide the selection of high-value

paper topics. According to the previous research results, the

indicators of topic novelty and topic heat (Rathinasamy &

FIGURE 1
Research framework.
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Kandhasamy, 2022) are calculated in this paper to evaluate the

value of each paper topic.

3.2.1.1 Topic novelty indicator

It is generally believed that recently published papers have a

high degree of novelty. Therefore, the average publication time of

related papers containing a topic is used in this paper to measure

the novelty of this paper topic. The calculation formula is as

follows.

Nov � ∑
n
i�1yi

n
(1)

In Eq. 1, yi is represented as the year of publication of a paper

containing the topic i, n is represented as the number of papers

that contain topic i. It can be clearly seen that there is a positive

correlation between topic novelty and topic value. However,

measuring the topic value of papers only based on the

indicator of topic novelty may reduce the accuracy of topic

selection results. Therefore, it also needs to be considered in

combination with the indicator of topic heat.

3.2.1.2 Topic heat indicator

It is generally believed that the topics that are studied more

frequently in a certain period have higher heat. Therefore, this

paper uses the studied number of related papers containing a

topic in a certain period to measure the heat of this paper topic.

The calculation formula is as follows.

Tem � n(w)
N

(2)

In Eq. 2, N is represented as the number of papers in the

target domain in a certain period and n(w) is represented as the

number of related papers containing the topic w in the same

period.

3.2.1.3 Normalized processing

The results obtained by directly calculating the above two

indicators may have a large quantitative level gap. Therefore, the

positive deviation standardization method is adopted to

standardize the two indicator values to improve the accuracy

of the selection results of high-value paper topics.

Yi � Xi −Xmin

X max −Xmin
(3)

In Eq. 3, Yi is represented as the standardized value of the

indicator, Xi is represented as the original value of the indicator,

Xmax and Xmin are respectively represented as the maximum

and minimum values of the indicator.

Based on the above analysis, the selection process of high-

value paper topics includes the following steps. Firstly, Eqs 1, 2

are combined to calculate the novelty and heat indicator values of

each paper topic, and then Eq. 3 is used to normalize the above

indicators. Secondly, the CRITIC method is introduced to

objectively weigh the novelty and heat indicators of paper

topics to comprehensively judge the value of paper topics

(Zhang et al., 2022). In addition, the CRITIC method is a

weighting method that assigns objective weights to indicators

by calculating their contrast strength and conflict (Li & Wang,

2020; Song et al., 2021). It can improve the objectivity of the

selection results of high-value paper topics. Finally, based on the

obtained objective weights, the composite index of the two

indicators is calculated and the high-value paper topics are

determined.

3.2.2 Selecting patent topics
It is also necessary to analyze the similarity between high-

value paper topics and patent topics. In addition, to improve the

accuracy of the selection results of patent topics. The details

include the following steps:

Some scholars believe that drawing on the views of existing

research, this paper argues that the scientific research represented

by papers has a certain role in promoting the technological

development represented by patents (Ba & Liang, 2021). Thus,

the high-value paper topics are applied in this paper to guide the

selection of patent topics with development potential. From the

perspective of paper-patent correlation analysis, the patent topics

with development potential are screened by calculating the cosine

similarity between the high-value paper topics and patent topics.

In this way, the accuracy of the selection results of patent topics

can be improved. The selection process of patent topics with

development potential is as follows.

Firstly, the Word2Vec model is conducted to construct the

word vector space of paper and patent data. As a word vector

tool, the Word2Vec model can not only map words from high-

dimensional space to low-dimensional space, but also retain

the existing position between word vectors to solve the

problem of vector sparseness and semantic connection (Ma

et al., 2023). Secondly, the cosine similarity between the

vectors corresponding to the high-value paper topics and

the patent topics is calculated to obtain the topic similarity

matrix. Finally, domain expert opinions are combined to set

similarity thresholds and screen out patent topics with

development potential.

3.3 Location of relevant patents and
technology opportunities discovery

The patent topics with development potential selected

above are considered as innovation-oriented in this paper

to identify technology opportunities. Therefore, it is necessary

to fully interpret the patent texts related to these patent topics,

analyze the existing technical keywords, and combine the

innovation dimensions in the TEMPEST model and the

innovation rules in the SCAMPER model to identify

technology opportunities. The specific process of the
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location of relevant patents and technology opportunity

identification is as follows.

Firstly, the document-topic probability matrix of the LDA

model is used to locate patent texts that are highly relevant to

patent topics with development potential. It should be noted that

this paper mainly focuses on the patent texts with the highest

probability value under each patent topic. Secondly, the NLTK

algorithm is applied to extract technical keywords in patent texts

that are mainly concerned. Finally, the TEMPEST model is

conducted to divide the innovation dimensions of technical

keywords, and it also needs to combine their attribute

features. Specifically, the TEMPEST model is defined as one

of the methods that classify patents and qualitatively analyze

technological information from various perspectives (Jeong &

Yoon, 2015). The combination of various dimensions deeply

reflects the mechanism of the operation of the technical system.

Besides, how to restructure and innovate technical information

represented by keywords to generate specific technology

opportunities is an important issue to be answered. The

SCAMPER model is an approach to stimulate the generation

of new ideas (Jeong & Yoon, 2015). It is an abbreviation of seven

different words, namely S (Substitute), C (Combine), A (Adapt),

M (Modify), P (Put to other use), E (Eliminate), and R

(Rearrange, Reverse). This paper makes coupling innovation

of keywords in each innovation dimension based on the

combination of the SCAMPER model and expert experience

to generate a series of technology opportunities. It can guide

enterprises to use limited resources to accurately and efficiently

carry out technological innovation.

4 Results

As a clean, efficient and renewable power generation device,

the fuel cell can directly convert the chemical energy of fuel into

electricity. Thus, it is called the ultimate solution to achieve zero

emissions. In recent years, fuel cell has been widely applied in

aerospace (Baroutaji et al., 2019), transportation (Dash et al.,

2022), emergency (Sun & Li, 2021) or uninterruptible power

supply (Cheng et al., 2022), and other fields (Wang et al., 2022).

Among different types of fuel cells, PEMFC not only has high

energy density and high energy conversion efficiency, but also

has the advantages of green, low noise, low thermal radiation and

zero pollution (Li et al., 2022; Sanzi López et al., 2022). Therefore,

it is considered to be an important path to completely solve the

problem of environmental pollution and energy shortage in

China. However, the existing products of PEMFC have some

defects such as poor durability, high operating cost, and

insufficient power density (Yanyan et al., 2022), which makes

it difficult to meet the needs of energy storage application

scenarios. In this way, it is necessary to carry out

technological innovation activities in the field of PEMFC.

Therefore, the constructed path of TOD based on paper-

patent correlation analysis is systematically applied in this paper

to explore the technology opportunities in the field of PEMFC. It

can not only verify the feasibility of the path constructed, but also

guide relevant enterprises to carry out technological innovation

in the field of PEMFC accurately and efficiently to promote the

breakthrough development of China’s new fuel cell energy

storage industry.

4.1 Data collection and topic extraction in
the field of PEMFC

4.1.1 Collecting and preprocessing paper and
patent data in the field of PEMFC

The CNKI (https://www.cnki.net) and Baiteng (https://

www.baiten.cn) are used in this paper to respectively collect

paper and patent data in the field of PEMFC. In addition, the

collected data are cleaned and preprocessed to obtain paper

dataset and patent dataset that can be applied for further data

analysis. The specific process of the collection and

preprocessing of paper and patent data in the field of

PEMFC is as follows.

TABLE 1 Retrieval scheme of papers in the field of PEMFC.

Items Contents

Retrieval
platform

CNKI (https://www.cnki.net)

Search
formulation

SU% = ʻProton exchange membrane fuel cell’ OR SU% = ’

hydrogen fuel cellʻ OR SU% = ’ polymer electrolyte fuel cellʻ
OR SU% = ʻgeneral polymer fuel cell’ OR SU% = ‘ solid
polymer electrolyte fuel cell’

Search time May 2022

Search scope 2017–2022

Search result 2,748 papers

TABLE 2 Retrieval scheme of patents in the field of PEMFC.

Items Contents

Retrieval
platform

Baiteng (https://www.baiten.cn)

Search
formulation

Keywords = (Proton exchange membrane fuel cell) OR
(hydrogen fuel cell) OR (polymer electrolyte fuel cell) OR
(general polymer fuel cell) OR (solid polymer electrolyte fuel
cell)

Search time May 2022

Search scope 2017–2022

Search result 4,695 patents
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Firstly, literature research and expert opinions in the field

of PEMFC are combined to determine the paper retrieval

scheme in this field, as shown in Table 1. After searching,

2,748 related papers were collected. In addition, through

preprocessing such as data cleaning and screening, data

with low correlation with topics in the field of PEMFC

were eliminated, and finally 316 papers were obtained. The

information extracted from the paper title, abstract,

introduction and conclusion can be used as the final paper

dataset in the field of PEMFC.

Secondly, literature research and expert opinions in the

field of PEMFC are combined to determine the patent

retrieval scheme in this field, as shown in Table 2. After

searching, 4,695 related patents were collected. In addition,

through preprocessing such as data cleaning and screening,

data with low correlation with topics in the field of PEMFC

were eliminated, and finally 991 patents were obtained. The

information extracted from the patent title, abstract and

claim can be used as the final patent dataset in the field of

PEMFC.

4.1.2 Extracting paper topics and patent topics in
the field of PEMFC

The LDA model is applied to extract paper and patent topics

in the field of PEMFC from the final paper dataset and patent

dataset. However, several important parameter values need to be

set before running the LDA model. Among them, the

hyperparameters can be set to α = 50/K, β = 0.01 (Sakshi &

Vinay, 2023), and the number of topics K is determined by

calculating the confusion value of different topics (Wahid et al.,

2022).

Firstly, the perplexity values corresponding to the number

of different paper topics in the field of PEMFC are calculated.

The calculation results are shown in Figure 2.

It is not difficult to be seen from Figure 2 that when the

number of paper topics is 14, the corresponding perplexity

value is the smallest. Therefore, the number of paper topics is

determined as 14 in this paper and the corresponding paper

topics and feature words list are extracted. The extraction

results of paper topics and feature words list in the field of

PEMFC are shown in Table 3.

Secondly, the confusion value corresponding to the number

of different patent topics in the field of PEMFC is calculated. The

calculation results are as shown in Figure 3.

It is not difficult to be seen from Figure 3 that when the

number of patent topics is 14, the corresponding perplexity value

is the smallest. Therefore, the number of patent topics is

determined as 14 in this paper and the corresponding patent

topics and feature words list are extracted. The extraction results

of patent topics and feature words list in the field of PEMFC are

as shown in Table 4.

4.2 Selection of paper topics and patent
topics in the field of PEMFC

4.2.1 Selecting high-value paper topics in the
field of PEMFC

Based on the above analysis, the two indicators of topic

novelty and topic heat are combined to comprehensively

measure the value of paper topics in the field of PEMFC, and

FIGURE 2
Perplexity value corresponding to the number of paper topics
in the field of PEMFC.

TABLE 3 Paper topics and feature words list in the field of PEMFC.

Topic Feature words of paper topics Topic Feature words of paper topics

S1 Voltage; balancing; load; regulation consumption. . .. . . S8 Proton; exchange; membrane;; proton; ion; output; safety. . .. . .

S2 Gas; output; supply; hydrogen; system. . .. . . S9 Control; pressure; water; air compressor; flow. . .. . .

S3 Current; oxide; catalysts; hydrogen; electrolyzed water. . .. . . S10 Voltage; structure; performance; stability; drive. . .. . .

S4 Air compressor; hydrogen; supply; stability; safety. . .. . . S11 Stable; controlled; air; oxidation; storage. . .. . .

S5 Electrode; plate; battery; module; power. . .. . . S12 Stack; temperature; cooling system; platinum; endurance. . .. . .

S6 Controller; data; output; mode; power supply. . .. . . S13 Cycle; life; adsorption; fuel; energy. . .. . .

S7 PEMFC; hydrogen production; dynamic; flow; conversion. . .. . . S14 Reaction; diffusion; durability; response; transmission. . .. . .
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then select high-value paper topics. The specific selection process

of high-value paper topics is shown as follows.

Firstly, Eqs 1, 2 are used to respectively calculate the

novelty and heat values of the paper topics in the field of

PEMFC, and then Eq. 3 is applied to normalize the obtained

two indicator values. Secondly, the CRITIC method is

introduced to objectively assign certain weights to the

two indicators. After calculation, the weight of the

novelty indicator of paper topics in the field of PEMFC is

46.16%, and the weight of the heat indicator of paper topics

in the field of PEMFC is 53.84%. Therefore, the

ranking results of the paper topics’ value in the field of

PEMFC are obtained. The calculation results are shown in

Table 5.

Finally, combined with the views of experts in the field of

PEMFC, the top 3 high-value paper topics are selected, and

then the names of these paper topics are summed up by

reading the literature corresponding to each topic in the

field of PEMFC. The selection results of high-value paper

topics are shown in Table 6.

It can be seen from Table 6 that the three paper topics of

hydrogen storage technology, stack cooling system and

hydrogen-oxygen coupling process are considered

as high-value paper topics, which can provide

guidance for the selection of paper topics with

development potential.

4.2.2 Selecting patent topics in the field of
PEMFC

The high-value paper topics and the extracted patent topics

are combined and the cosine similarity between them is

calculated to screen out the patent topics with high similarity

and development potential in the field of PEMFC. The specific

selection process of patent topics with development potential is

shown as follows.

Firstly, the Word2Vec model is applied to construct a vector

space of high-value paper topics and patent topics in the field of

PEMFC, and then the cosine similarity between their

corresponding vectors is calculated. The calculation results are

shown in Table 7.

Secondly, drawing on the existing research, when the

cosine similarity is not less than 0.3, it shows that there is a

strong correlation between the paper topics and the patent

topics (Quanqing et al., 2022). Therefore, the top 10% of

TABLE 4 Patent topics and feature words list in the field of PEMFC.

Topic Feature words of patent topics Topic Feature words of
patent topics

T1 Air; unit; cathode; structure; pipeline. . .. . . T13 Set; fixed; converter; unit; safety. . .. . .

T2 Slot; exhaust; engine; battery; hydrogen. . .. . . T14 Enclosure sealed fuel line shell. . .. . .

T3 Boost; cooling system; device; space; proportional valve. . .. . . T15 Channel; pressure reducing valve; hydrogen
storage; switch; flowmeter. . .. . .

T4 Electrode; positioning; end cover; chassis; fixed. . .. . . T16 Inlet; supply; DC; device; current. . .. . .

T5 Compressor; cooling water; drive motor; circulating; voltage. . .. . . T17 Structure; supply; limit; hydropower; pile. . .. . .

T6 Radiator; inlet; interface; recycling; intake air. . .. . . T18 Stator; power supply; impeller; signal;
monitoring. . .. . .

T7 Support; air compressor; power supply; heat exchanger;control system. . .. . . T19 Sensor; air; buffer; bearing seat; separator. . .. . .

T8 Bottom plate; separator; electronic; rotation; inner wall. . .. . . T20 One-way valve; electricity; catalyst; water pump;
quality. . .. . .

T9 Heat; dissipation motor; plate; circulating pump; stack. . .. . . T21 Capacitance; circuit; stack; module;
coupling. . .. . .

T10 Metal; connected; DC; axis; power system. . .. . . T22 Institution filter; start; module; circulation; motor. . .. . .

T11 Cooling; engine; base; energy storage; air. . .. . . T23 Filter; start; module; circulation; motor. . .. . .

T12 Outlet; high temperature; heat dissipation; flow; recovery. . .. . .

FIGURE 3
Perplexity value corresponding to the number of patent
topics in the field of PEMFC.
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patent topics with a cosine similarity greater than 0.3 to the

paper topic are determined in this paper as patent topics with

development potential in the field of PEMFC. After

screening, the patent topics with development potential in

the field of PEMFC are T3, T5, T13, and T16. The related

patent text information is combined to name these patent

topics with development potential. It can be seen from

Table 8 that the patent topics with development potential

in the field of PEMFC are fuel cell cooling systems, air

compressors, safety control system and hydrogen supply

systems.

4.3 Location of relevant patents and
technology opportunities discovery in the
field of PEMFC

4.3.1 Locating relevant patents in the field of
PEMFC

Based on the above selected patent topics with

development potential, the document-topic probability

matrix in the analysis results of the LDA model is

conducted to locate the patent texts with high relevance to

these selected patent topics in the field of PEMFC. Besides,

the patents with the highest probability in the document-

topic probability matrix are selected and analyzed as patent

texts closely related to these patent topics. The location

TABLE 5 Value ranking of paper topics in the field of PEMFC.

Topic Novelty indicator Heat indicator Integrated value Rank

S1 2020.0777 0.3259 0.8070 9

S2 2020.0350 0.4525 0.7461 12

S3 2020.0455 0.5570 0.5995 3

S4 2020.2174 0.2184 0.5856 8

S5 2020.1290 0.3924 0.4926 5

S6 2019.8929 0.3544 0.4660 2

S7 2020.0682 0.2785 0.4133 14

S8 2020.1184 0.4810 0.3796 4

S9 2020.3400 0.4747 0.3796 11

S10 2020.1228 0.1804 0.3615 1

S11 2020.0160 0.3956 0.3101 13

S12 2020.0941 0.6392 0.2961 7

S13 2019.9667 0.3797 0.2374 10

S14 2020.0667 0.3797 0.2042 6

TABLE 6 Selection results of paper topics in the field of PEMFC.

Topic Name of paper topics

S9 Hydrogen storage technology

S12 Stack cooling system

S3 Hydrogen-oxygen coupling process

TABLE 7 Similarity calculation results of paper topics and patent
topics in the field of PEMFC.

Paper topic
patent topic

S9 S12 S3

T1 0.286988 0.275795 0.278416

T2 0.298907 0.293793 0.295606

T3 0.323355 0.316315 0.312780

T4 0.299058 0.293725 0.299767

T5 0.316715 0.313392 0.313143

T6 0.300524 0.293571 0.296712

T7 0.311325 0.298910 0.302114

T8 0.311785 0.304934 0.307610

T9 0.287531 0.284514 0.284843

T10 0.305144 0.298261 0.303013

T11 0.309050 0.306595 0.306536

T12 0.316129 0.309722 0.308403

T13 0.330888 0.318416 0.324260

T14 0.296581 0.290015 0.294928

T15 0.300324 0.296124 0.300118

T16 0.317852 0.310904 0.311742

T17 0.302825 0.296840 0.295517

T18 0.310870 0.306609 0.310112

T19 0.305003 0.295333 0.295282

T20 0.303106 0.294069 0.292006

T21 0.302862 0.295851 0.299701

T22 0.303236 0.297641 0.294147

T23 0.313662 0.304224 0.307966
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results of relevant patents in the field of PEMFC are shown in

Table 9.

4.3.2 Extracting technical keywords and dividing
innovation dimensions in the field of PEMFC

The NLTK algorithm is applied to extract the technical

keywords from the patent texts in the field of PEMFC, and

the innovation dimension of each technical keyword is

divided according to the TEMPEST model and their

attribute features. The specific process of technical

keywords and dimension division in the field of PEMFC

are shown as follows.

Firstly, the jieba toolkit in Python is used to segment the text

content of related patent titles, abstracts and claims under each

patent topic in the field of PEMFC. Secondly, the quantifiers, modal

words and othermeaningless words are removed by combining with

literature and common stop words list, and then the custom stop

words dictionary in the field of PEMFC is constructed.

Thirdly, the NLTK algorithm is run and technical

keywords under each patent topics are extracted. Finally,

according to the TEMPEST model and the conceptual

properties of the technical keywords in the field of PEMFC,

the extracted technical keywords are divided into four

dimensions, including function dimension, structure

dimension, material dimension and mechanism dimension.

The extraction results of technical keywords and the division

results of innovation dimension in the field of PEMFC are

shown in Table 10.

4.3.3 Identifying technology opportunities in the
field of PEMFC

Based on the above analysis, the SCAMPER model is

introduced to combine with the technical keywords in the

innovation dimensions to generate and specifically describe

the four technology opportunities in the field of PEMFC

under each patent topic. The identification results of

technology opportunities in the field of PEMFC are shown in

Table 11.

5 Discussion

It should be noted that the technology opportunities identified

in this paper combined the knowledge and experience of experts in

the field of technological innovation and new energy, which can

improve the operability of technological innovation in the field of

PEMFC.

Taking technology opportunity 1 in Table 11 as an example, the

specific description of this technology opportunity is as follows. First

of all, the heat dissipation material is coated on the bipolar plate to

cover the closed cavity injected with the coolant. It can not only

improve the heat dissipation efficiency of PEMFC, but also quickly

discharge the internal heat of the fuel cell to efficiently improve the

durability of PEMFC. Secondly, recycling the coolant in the process of

heat dissipation can not only reduce the consumption of the coolant,

but also avoid frequent usage of coolant injection in the subsequent

process to greatly reduce the operating cost of PEMFC. Thirdly, the

TABLE 8 Selection results of patent topics with development potential in the field of PEMFC.

Patent topic Name of patent topic Paper topic Name of paper topic Similarity value

T3 Fuel cell cooling system S9 Hydrogen storage technology 0.323355

S12 Stack cooling system 0.316315

T5 Air compressor S3 Hydrogen-oxygen Coupling process 0.313143

S9 Hydrogen storage technology 0.316715

S12 Stack cooling system 0.313392

T13 Safety control system S3 Hydrogen-oxygen Coupling process 0.324260

S9 Hydrogen storage technology 0.330888

S12 Stack cooling system 0.318416

T16 Hydrogen supply system S9 Hydrogen storage technology 0.317852

TABLE 9 Location results of relevant patents in the field of PEMFC.

Patent topic Relevant patent Number of patents

T3: Fuel cell cooling system CN202011326051.5, CN202011619004.X, CN202110491566.9. . .. . . 18

T5: Air compressor CN202010789599.7, CN202011124836.4, CN202011503642.5. . .. . . 70

T13: Safety control system CN202011441157.X, CN202011405616.9, CN202011390170.7. . .. . . 56

T16: Hydrogen supply system CN202010784762.0, CN202011344936.8, CN202011344907.1. . .. . . 35
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TABLE 10 Extraction results of technical keywords and the division results of innovation dimension in the field of PEMFC.

Patent topic Technical keyword Innovation dimension

T3: Fuel cell cooling system Heat dissipation, recycling Function dimension

Bipolar plates, pipes Structure dimension

coolant Material dimension

T5: Air compressor Air humidification, cooling Function dimension

Air compressor, intercooler, atomizer, sensor Structure dimension

T13: Safety control system leak detection Function dimension

pressure Mechanism dimension

Sensors, valves Structure dimension

T16: Hydrogen supply system Heating, hydrogen supply Function dimension

Hydrogen storage tank, heat exchanger Structure dimension

TABLE 11 The identification results of technology opportunities in the field of PEMFC.

Patent topic Innovation dimension Innovation rule Technology opportunity and
detailed description

Fuel cell cooling
system

Function dimension (Heat dissipation,
recycling)

C(Combine) Technology opportunity 1: A heat dissipation structure coated on the
outside of bipolar plate of PEMFC is proposed. The structure covers a liquid
gold heat dissipation material on a bipolar plate and covers a closed cavity,
thereby injecting a coolant into the cavity. The outlet and inlet of the coolant
are connected to the intercooler respectively. The intercooler cools the
coolant again and re-enters the closed cavity to form a circulation path.
Connecting the heat dissipation pipeline of the intercooler with the fuel cell
exhaust pipeline is conducive to the rapid discharge of water vapor
generated by the fuel cell, thereby improving the operating efficiency of the
fuel cell

Structure dimension (Bipolar plates, pipes)

Material dimension (Coolant)

Air compressor Function dimension (Air humidification,
cooling)

C(Combine) A(Adapt)
M(Modify)

Technology opportunity 2: A hydrogen fuel cell air compressor integrating
humidification and cooling functions is proposed. This design connects the
air outlet of the air compressor to a winding pipe to extend the passage of air
into the fuel cell. The water pump and the intercooler are connected at the
connection between the pipeline and the air compressor. The intercooler
cools the water in the pump, and the pump atomizes the low-temperature
water into the air pipeline to achieve the purpose of humidifying and cooling
the air. At the same time, in the pipeline installed air flow, temperature and
humidity sensors to adjust the air compressor, intercooler and pump power

Structure dimension (Air compressor,
intercooler, atomizer, sensor)

Safety control
system

Function dimension (leak detection) S(Substitute) Technology opportunity 3: A pressure detection and safety device for
hydrogen pipeline of PEMFC is proposed. The device is equipped with a
pressure sensor in the hydrogen supply pipeline, and a unidirectional
hydrogen supply valve is used at the connection between the hydrogen
storage device. Besides, this device is controlled by electric energy. When the
pressure sensor senses that the hydrogen pressure is reduced, there may be a
risk of leakage. At that time, the device will automatically cut off the valve
power system, so that the valve pressure is closed to prevent further leakage
of hydrogen

Mechanism dimension (Pressure)

Structure dimension (Sensors, valves)

Hydrogen supply
system

Function dimension (Heating, hydrogen
supply)

A(Adapt) M(Modify) Technology opportunity 4: A hydrogen supply device utilizing waste heat is
proposed. The device is designed for a product of fuel cell that uses liquid
hydrogen to supply hydrogen. It can transfer the collected waste heat of the
fuel cell and the air compressor to the heat exchanger. After that, the heat
exchanger is connected to the outlet of the hydrogen storage tank to heat and
vaporize the liquid hydrogen, and then provide hydrogen to the fuel cell
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heat dissipation pipeline of the intercooler is connected to the fuel cell

exhaust pipeline. In other words, a heat dissipation water vapor

discharge path is designed. It can not only quickly discharge the

generated water vapor to improve the safety of the battery operation,

but also improve the operation efficiency of PEMFC to effectively

avoid defects such as insufficient power density.

Based on the above analysis, the technology opportunities

identified in this paper can accurately and efficiently solve the

existing problems of poor durability, high operating cost and

insufficient power density in the development of the PEMFC

field, which has certain innovation and feasibility. In addition, it

can provide the useful reference for enterprises to avoid the risk of

blind innovation and provide new ideas for the rapid development

of the PEMFC industry.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposes an innovation path for TOD from the

perspective of paper-patent correlation analysis, and takes the

field of PEMFC as an empirical study to verify the feasibility of

the identification path of technology opportunities. It can

provide new ideas for enterprises to carry out technological

innovation efficiently, and has certain theoretical and practical

significance.

The contributions of this study are as follows. From the aspect of

methodology, firstly, the similarity between high-value paper topics

and patent topics is calculated in this paper to filter the patent topics

with development potential and identify technological opportunities

in the field of PEMFC. It can not only break through the limitations of

identifying technology opportunities based on a single source of

patent data, but also improve the accuracy of the identification

results. Secondly, the innovation dimensions and rules are applied

in this paper to identifymore concrete technology opportunities in the

field of PEMFC. It can not only solve the problems of vagueness and

coarse-grained that may be caused by explaining technology

opportunities mainly by technology topics or keywords, but also

improve the operability of the identification results of technology

opportunities. From the perspective of application, the method

proposed in this paper can provide an objective and

comprehensive reference for new energy enterprises to analyze

technology opportunities. In addition, the identified technology

opportunities in this paper can provide relevant enterprises with

innovative improvement directions for the PEMFC field, thus

contributing to global energy efficiency and environmental protection.

Despite the contribution, this study has some limitations, and

further study is required. Firstly, in this paper, only a single product of

PEMFC is selected for empirical study, which may lead to the lack of

comprehensive conclusion. In the future, the proposed path of TOD

should be applied to study technological innovation in more fields.

Secondly, in the process of extracting technical keywords from

patents, this paper does not fully consider the different importance

of technical keywords that may be caused by the different funds and

R&D time of each patent. In the future, more factors affecting the

importance of technical keywords should be considered in order to

extract keywords more accurately.
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